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Sorensen To Speak Here

Ted Sorensen, adviser to the late President Kennedy, will speak at Wadsworth Memorial Field
House, at 7:30 p.m. on October 30. In this lecture,
Sorensen 's-first and only speaking engagement in
Maine, he will deal with the topic "The American
Presidency"; its historical and institutional development - its powers and limitations - how a
President makes a decision - the role of the Cabinet
and other advisers, and the role the 35th President
played in the continuing growth of America's highest office.
It is hoped that this lecture will provide Colby
students and all Maine citizens with a chance to
hear first hand what goes on in the home and
office of America's Chief Executive.
Ted Sorensen was born of Danish parents on
May 8, 1928, in a Nebraskan prairie , sod house.
From this humble birth, he rose to serve one of
America's richest and youngest Presidents. The key
to Sorensen's success was sound and devoted service to JFK from the time he became Senator in
1952, until November 22, 1963. At first glance,
Sorensen and Kennedy would seem to make a
strange pair - Sorensen born to pennies, Kennedy
heir to millions - Sorensen, a Unitarian ; Kennedy
a Catholic - Sorensen raised in the mid-west, Kennedy groomed in Boston - .Sorensen receiving his
law degree from the University of Nebraska, Kennedy receiving his letters from the hallowed halls
of Harvard ; but "politics make strange bedfellows", and politically they made a team which
would capture and master the highest office in the
land.
Sorensen first met JFK during a five-minute interview concerning his application for a job with
the then newly-elected freshman Senator from

Massachusetts. The Nebraskan received the j ob
and first served as Kennedy's Adviser for New
England Development. Soon, Sorensen took on
the task of drafting the Senator's speeches, and
advising the Bostonian in matters covering a wide
spectrum of a 'Senator's responsibilities.
Sorensen became a man to whom Kennedy
would turn for political advice on matters ranging from the Suez crisis to the American Civil
Rights problem. Sorensen would help the Senator
develop an oratory style which would move the
nation to higher goals and more vigorous action .
When, in 1958, Senator Kennedy started to
move decisively toward the American Presidency,
he turned to Ted Sorensen to play a leading role
in the Kennedy assault on the White House. Although the junior Senator would turn over 'official
management of the 1960 primaries to RFK, Sorensen remained JFK' s chief strategist and policy
maker. With a youthful vigor that would come to
characterize everything connected with Kennedy,
the JFK--RFK Sorensen team cajoled, pleaded
with, and bullied the Democratic bosses onto the
Kennedy bandwagon.
When Kennedy spoke in Wisconsin, Sorensen
was at his side. Five minutes before Kennedy debated Humphrey in West Virginia, Sorensen was
revising Kennedy's notes. During the last frantic
hours that Kennedy spent in San Francisco, Sorensen was helping to draft an inaugu ral speech
which would challenge Americans to once again
make America first. And in the long summer and
fall months that would follow, Kennedy would
count on Sorensen for shrewd political advice and
reams of well-prepared speech material.
(Continued on Page Two)

Theodore Sorensen
In January, 1961, Kenned y
moved to the White House and
his chief Legislative Aid and
Chief of Staff for ideas was by
Ted Sorensen.
Student Government , with an
appreciation of the importance of
practice as well as theory, is
sponsoring this lecture to provide

students with an opportunity t©
hear first hand a man who nobl j
practiced the art of government.
Ted Sorensen is such a man. With
the succees of this venture optimistically anticipated by Stu-Gr, a
donation of one dollar , ($1) per
studen t will be collected .

P6?W's 'Man'
Op ens Tonigh t

Colby's Powder and Wi g Dramatic Group was lauded last week
for their outstanding production of "A Man for All Seasons". First
produced here last May, Broadway prize-winner by Robert Bolt was
cited by the New England Theatre Conference as one of the top
school productions of the year.
Bestowers of the coveted Moss Hart award for theatrical excellence
in non-professional productions , The Conference chose the top winners from over 60 competing groups in the New England area.

Da ve Penhale confronts Harlan Shneidcr in "Man for All Seasons"

Bolstered by the critical acclaim that met the Colby production of
"Man for All Seasons" when it was first produced last season at the
Waterville Opera House, Dr. Irving Suss, the Director of the drama
and Professor of English at Colby, decided to present the play again
for a return engagement with substantiall y the same cast. The two
and final performances will be given toni ght (Friday) and tomorrow
night at the Opera House,
One of the contemporary theatre's most acclaimed productions , the
drama centers around Sir Thomas More — recreated once again by
Harlan Schneider. More, the quintessence of manliness and conscience
balanced by sai nt ly humility, confronts the po|wers and powerful
personalities in the emotion-packed corridors of earl y England.
Schneider , a native of Massachusetts, was praised for his performance of More last season and has since deepened and strengthened
the character throug h experience in summer stock this past summer.
Greg Chabot agin portrays the moving, yet humorous Common
Man whose role and character , along with Schneider's, per meates
and unites the whole production.
This production marks the culmination (for the moment) of three
years experience with Powder and Wig for the Seniors . From Mike
Clivncr , wh o was h ead of light desi gn a t Skowh egan 's Lakcwood
Theatre the past two summers, and Stage Manager Lee Oestreicher ,
to the whole cast and crew, this without doubt the most highl y poli shed
and professional production in recent years.

Harlan Shneider as Sir Thomas More

, , . and Duke Mcliale accuses More

Tickets may still he purchased in the Spa , at Farrows, Al Cdt cy's,
or at the Opera House before each performance. The price per ticket
is $1.50.

Editorials:
After Twent y ...
Since wars begin in t h e minds of m en, it is in the minds of men that
the defences of peace must be constructed.
Constitution of UNESCO
Sunday will mark the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the
United Nations: have these twenty years seen any radical change in
the minds of all world citizens? Each of us asks himself every once
in awhile, to what avail the idealic mold of an international peacekeeping organization which at this time cannot even take any action
in the greatest conflict on the world scene since the Korean crisis?
We see the U.N. standing paralized while the minds and bodies of a
goodl y number of men rage war-paralized out of fear to tread where
vital interests are concerned and paralized by financial crisis within
the bod y of the U.N. itself. If this is "the last best hope of mankind",
are we to take it that there is no hope - no hope for the survival of
the U.N. and ultimately for mankind? This is a very pessimistic attitude to take, but it is easily arrived at if we try to become too optimistic and sentimental about the U.N. We have to realize that the
U.N. is not a solution to the world problems, for as its age indicates it
has not yet reached maturity ; it has had to face mature problems,
though , and as an adolescent it has weathered many stormy seas.
The United Nations has alleviated further conflict in several areas
where it has applied peace-keeping efforts : Palestine, Cyprus, the
Congo, the 1st Kashmir crisis and the Suez are examples of positive
U.N. action. In light of passivity regarding Berlin , Cuba and Viet nam
how do we evaluate these efforts? We see them as indicative that the
U.N. is not infallible as it cannot and hasnot attempted to overstep its
limitations as a world-wide organization which does not represent a
world community. For until its objectives encompass the minds of
all men and the minds of all nations (meaning therefore their
sovereign ty) , the U.N. must recognize that there are areas where its
formula for peace-keeping cannot apply. In these areas the play of
power politics still reigns strong.The U.N. tan function toward a long-distance goal of constructing
the : defen ces of p eace in m en 's minds, and this it has been doing. The
specialized agencies of the U.N. such as UNESCO, UNICEF , WHO
perform unspectacularl y but effectively. Economic and social cooperation may not pave the path toward political stability in the world but
certainly make it smoother. A world community must be based on
u nd erst anding and con sensus; in the political realm this can be
achieved only through t he art of di plomacy. The U.N. serves as a
form where minds representing div er se world thought may talk and
listen not onl y in the . public eye of the Assembly but in priva t e, less
conspicious atmosp hei»c. The United Nations must educate these
mind s, and as they grow so will it.

Why Pay ?
The idea of ch a rging admission to a lecture is a new one on the
Colby- campus and will undoubtedly raise skeptical eyebrows. The Student Government is not trying to make money off of the Ted Sorensen
lecture nor just attempting to pay for this one speaker ; but by alleviat-

ing the cost of having a big name likeSoren scn come to Colby, it
hopes t o be . able, to follow throug h wi t h plans for bring ing other toprate speakers to our campus. This is an exciting prospect , and it is

hoped that we will all support Stu-G in this stimulating inn ovation.
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Letters io the Editor

An 'Elite '?

To the Editor:
I was interested to read in the
past issue of the Echo that I, as
a fraternity man, am a member of
an "elite". However, I am not sure
what kind of an "elite" I belong
to , and I wonder what kind of an
"eli t e" the author of the article
thinks I belong to.
A fraternity is not an "elite" any
more than the Chess Club. To join
the chess club one must be interested in chess and in the same
manner anyone who wants to join
a fraternity must be interested in
the fraternity system and in the
interests and activities of the house
he wants to join. I can see no difference between a fraternity and
any other organization on campus
in as far as calling it an "elite".
Any fraternity man who thinks
that he is an "eli t e" because
he is in a fra ternity is sadly
mistaken. I seriously doubt that
any such feelings really do exist.
It seems to me that while freshmen may have some valid complaints against the rushing system, as the author brings out, that
they too must show an interest in
the fraternities in general, and
make the effort to know the brothers as much as the brothers make
the effort to know them. It was my
impression from the rush period
that many freshmen at the beginning of rush did not take the matter seriously enough and realizing
that they did not know the houses
or the brothers as the end drew
near , they decided not to pledge
immediately.
This decision on the part of many
is very commendable and shows
the concern that they do not wish
to make a mistake. In my own
house since the end of rush we have
picked up five more pledges and
I would venture to say that many
of the other houses have done the
same. It would be interesting to
hear from the IFC as to the exact
number of pledges that were
pledged on the first night and the
number at the end of the first
semester. I think it would show the
strength of the system at Colby.
The article also states in so many
words that fraternities are a detriment to the studying of the students. I doubt that there is a fraternity that is not interested in
scholarship in the house in general.
Again I must refer to mine • because I know it best. If our fraternity average is not above the allmen's average for more than, two
semesters running we can be placed
on social probation by our national
organization, through the administration. I doubt that it is a valid
criticism of fraternities to say that
they are non-intellectual for if they
are and continue to be, they will
(Continued from Page Two)

Sarcasm...

To the Editor:
The article which appeared on
the front page of the ECHO last
week
stirred
a
considerable
amount of interest on the men's
side of the campus . I feel personally indignant toward the school
paper and the use of it for the
purpose of sarcasm both in the
heading of the piece, and its use
of the DKE House as a pictorial
donkey. This was in poor taste.
However, for the otherwise seemingly objective approach, I give my
thanks.
The purpose of this letter is not
to express sour grapes from my
own particular fraternal point of
view, but rather to point out several
things which must be done to improve the general situation of fraternity at Colby.
All are aware of the deemphasizing fraternity influence emanating
from the Eustis Building. In the
long run , this is perhaps a realistic
view, but it is perfectly obvious
that now and in at least the near
future, such influence is impractical and damaging to the college as
it is.
Furthermore, it seems to me that
the I.F.C. is even more at fault in
taking such an unrealistic approach
to rushing. For the last two years,
t he DK E's and one or two other
houses have requested a later rushing program — this was defeated
by the rest of the fraternities. I
think this year the fact that 70%
of the . freshmen neglected to pledge
shows the absurdity of the position
which the I.F.C held this semester.
If Yale, Amherst, Dartmouth, Middlebury, Wesleyan , Cornell, Trinity
and Pennsylvania, among a host of
others, rush either during the second semester of the freshmen year,
or in the sophomore year, we may
certainly take their example without fear of deteriorating the academic pillars of these ivied Georgian edifices.
The article in the ECHO further
stated that a great deal of influence upon respective pledges came
from advisors, athletes and dorm
councillors. This fact is understandable and acceptable, What the article neglected to mention, however,
is the influence exerted by members of the faculty and coaching
staff. This seems to me to be essentially wrong; their promptings
should bo withheld. They are needless, unwanted, unwarrented in
many instances and irrelevant in
others.
Finally, the student that mentioned his financial fears over his
"black-balling" fears would seem to
be entertaining a gross misunderstanding of fraternity. The obligation of a fraternity to its members
is to carefully select and choose fu(Continuod on Pago Fivo )

MAIN STRE AM

States or Civil Rights

"11 agree with no man 's opinions.
I havo somo of my own"
Turgonlev
A topic of national Importance
since Senators Webster of Massachusetts and Hayno of South Carolina engaged in debate over 135
years ago, States rights Is still a
raging issue, With its thrust to
national prominence during tho last
campaign conservatives got branded with tho coals of bigotry. This
can only bo unfair to those cooler
heads who can sco objectively
through tho stoam,
Claims for States rights, which
SECTION HEADS
are
considerable, havo boon over,
Financial
Manager
'66
—
Rod
Small
' Sports Writers — Bob Grossman '<8
Advertisin g Manager —• Barry Kllgerman '66 played, Basically, I am for States
Richard Lewis '68, Peter Rouse '68,
John O'Shea '67.
Circulation ami Subscription Managers —• rights in nroas whoro thoy arc
Cm Editor - Jan Morse '66
;
s _,, <6 R b Gol( ,,te)n ,6J
honestly applicable; but I am not
Gerry D,ivies
• . Assistant Business Manager Exchan ge Editor - William Vnnder-vell '67 for simultaneous abridgement of
Photo grapher — John Morgan '68
rights if tho latter Is tho cost of
Robert Bonner '6a

Mike Metcal f

tho former.
I don't intend to base my argument on the reservations of Amendment X, I can honestly say that I
havo novor road an appeal for
States rights which did not draw
on this part of our Constitution, I
will not suggest that "that government Is best which governs least."
Those have boon quoted and alluded
to uncounted times by opponents of
Civil v rights and proponents of
States rights. Thoy aro tho tired
cliches of a stagnant wing of conservatism.
Individual liberty should bo tho
realm of dedicated conservatism,
States rights Is still a powerful
forco in many arons of tho nation,
Its factions aro moro and moro the
true extremists of our political
spectrum,

In Loco Parenti s'

To the Editor:
In recent years,. there has been
much talk of^-the concept of "In
Loco Parentis. " It appears that , after all the talk, there has been very
little change or even clarification
of this issue. Thus, it seems that,
no matter how much some of us
dislike the idea, we are stuck with
if. However, perhaps it is not really
as bad as we think.
Since the college insists . upon assuming the penalizing and legislating role of parents, the college
should be willing to accept all the
responsibilities involved in parenthood. Among these responsibilities
is that of pro ducing maturity and
responsibility within the "child."
The real question is what does
producing responsibility and maturity within the "child" entail. First,
it involves giving the person the
freedom for which to be responsible. Second , it involves the forcing of the responsibility for the actions of the person within his freedom upon that person. And f inally
it involves the education necessary
for that person to use his freedom,
for which he is responsible, in a
creative, constructive, and meaningful way in society.
Now, before applying this to the
Colby community, let us look at
some of the responsibilities forced
upon the members of my peer
group, who are not attending an
institution of higher learning. At
this time the first responsibility
which comes to mind is the respon sibility of defending the nation.
This is, perhaps, the ultimate responsibility, for it involves not only
the continued existence of the corporate body of society, but also the
life of the individual. And, of
course, many of us will face this
responsibility when we graduate.
Secondly, in the eyes of criminal
law, we are all responsible for our
actions when we become eighteen.
Third, many members of our peer
group are already responsible for
their conduct as working members
of our society. They live in apartments without rules. They must
earn their living. And , in many instances, support a wife and child.
All of this adds up to the college
student being in a unique situation.
He is protected from the responsibility of a full time job, from the
responsibility of defending his nation (for awhile, at least), and he
is protected from the responsibility
for making many moral decisions,
In effect, he is in a situation which
is basically identical with the one
he was in for four years in high
school, and which many members
of his peer group, who are not as
fortunate, have moved beyond.
Let us now turn to Colby college,
for this Is what wo are imminently
(Continued on Pago Four)
Whon proponents of States rights
suggest that local handling of the
racial situation Is proper thoy fail
to tako Into account that tho situation Is no longer local in scope. This
is tho major falling of the argument for states action In civil discrimination. Racial unrest is a national problem and local 'solutions'
can only compound the tonso situation,
Wo cannot afford to .suggest that
tho Federal government havo supremacy in situations divorced
from this conflict, Balance is what
keops society upright and alive
Tho states aro qualified to aid thoir
citizens In many realms of community relations. If wo tako those
services from thorn wo only create
unnocded federal bureaucracy at
tho oxponso of possibly moro personal 'states sorvlco.
I must admit that States righto
In many areas nro of value, but
whon introduced In connection wltli
tho denial of rights and privileges
to tho Nogro, thoy aro at bost suspect and should bo off bounds,

Phi Bete Lecture
Thursday In Given

Washington Viet Symposium
Valuable to Four from Colby

A student symposium m support
of President Johnson's Viet Nam
policies took place in Washington,
D.C. last Saturday. Our main purpose in attending this symposium,
sponsored by the Student and Ad
Hoc Committee for Freedom in
Viet Nam, was to broaden our
kno wledge of the Viet Nam situation and bring vital viewpoints on
the subject back to Colby. We were
disappoi nted. The "symposium" was
actually little more than a demonstration of support of the United
States' policies ( which was one of
the main reasons for it, we were
told by a member of the Steering
Committee). As such we heartily
endorse the Symposium. The time
has indeed come for students who
support the President's policie s t o
be heard.

In the morning session of the
symposium we were addressed by
Senator Dodd of Connecticut and
former ambassador from South
Viet Nam to the United States,
Trah Van Choong. After lunch
there were two panel discussions :
one panel consisting of university
professors and one panel of present
or recent students who had recently returned from Viet Nam. Most
of the program was a rehash of
i
l

wnat nas been said so many times
before and was of slight educational value. Following the meeting,
however, th ere was a march of the
delegates through Washington to
the Embassy of South Viet Nam.
This, in our opinion was one of the
more useful of the day 's activities
as it visibly demonstrated rational
student support for the Administration 's objectives in Viet Nam.
In addition we learned of various
programs being initiated by students on many campuses in the
United States. These include:
adopting a Vietnamese village,
sending mail to American military
personnel in Viet Nam, the Crisis
Fund for Vietnamese Children, International Voluntary Service (like
the Peace Corps) and a petition
campaign. We can give further information to anyone interested in
any of these programs. In addition ,
we ask students to sign the petition
in support of the Administration 's
policies, which will be circulated
on the campus in the near future.
This signed petition will be sent to
the White House about November
1. A symposium on the Viet Nam
situation will also be held here at
Colby. We hope this will activate
(Continued on Page Four)

Be First On Cam p us To Wea r
Male Scrubbed Blue Jeans With
The Broken - In - Look!

Why wash jeans for months to mak'em soft
and broken-in? Buy these brand new "sof t-touch"
je ans supple as old favorites, yet built to take the
roughest wear.

Size 28 to 38
Leg Lenths 28 to 38
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Ours Not To Reason
Wh y Ti gers . ..Yo u

Doroth y Bethuru m

BC Law School
To Hold Oct 30
Career Institute
An institute for college upperclassmen interested in a career in
law will be conducted at the Boston
College Law School on Saturday,
October 30, starting at 9:15 a.m.
One of the major features of the
program will be comprehensive analysis of the Law School Admission
Test. Three experts on the nature,
purpose and interpretation of the
Law School Admission Test will explain to students techniques by
which those who take the Law
School Admission Test may obtain
the best possible score.

Sterns Exclusive.

t

We've got to hand it to ya, they're unbelievably
good. When you want something, Sterns works on
it . In this case a SECRET AGENT pulled it of f ...
treated by this unique agent, the fabric is uniquely soft, the color worn and washed, looking. Each
future washing will make it look older, better.
And the extra plus is that the 100% service life. It
hasn't been washed into submission . .. j ust looks
that way. Lean, tappered , unchanging in fit. Be
the first on campus to wear STERNS brand new !
scrubbed blue jeans.
¦
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Waterville — Skowhegan

Existentialism Termed
Doctrine Of Salvation

An extensive discussion and question period will follow the presentation by the three lawyers who are
By Jim Helmer
means of salvation , althiugh neither
highly skilled in the evaluation of
Thursday, October 14, t he Colby can abolish suffering and selfishthe three separate scores which
Library Associates heard Professor ness.
each student receives from the Law
On a qualitative basis, I put
Yaeger Hudson speak on the inSchool Admission Test.
Hudson
's remarks on the subject
conclusive and nebulous topic —
as
being
good — real good. His apOther features of the program "Existentialism in Literature". Mr.
proach
was
historical, not critical
Witham,
will include a model class in law
by way of introducing the
school. Registrants for the institute speaker, contributed some expected or personal. That alone made the
difference.
need no prior registration. They witticisms,
will be guests of the University for
Once Mr. Hudson began speaklunch.
ing it was evident that he had no
The Boston College—V.M.I, foot- use for quietly skirting the subject.
ball game will take place at 1:30 He came prepared with substantial
p.m. at Alumni Stadium on the information and sound allusions to
campus of Boston College on that existentialist thinkers and writers.
After introductory remarks conafternoon.
cerning the history of the movement and its growth in pre-war
Harrison Monk assumed comEurope, he announced that the mand of the 325th AFROTC Cadet
great part of his cited works would Group in its first rotation of officbe by Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert ers, Monday, October 4. Each rotaCamus, and T.S. Eliot.
tion gives senior members of the
Existentialism might properly be Corps experience in coping with
This Sunday, October 24, Cine- termed a doctrine of salvation. It simulated problems they are likely
ma will present "THE VICTORS" is the attempt by the individual to to face upon being commissioned
with Albert Finney, George Pep- answer the urgent universal ques- in the regular Air Force. As compard , and Elke Sommer. Carl Foretions as a way of achieving order mander of tho Cor-p, Monk is resman , maker of "GUNS OF NAVA- and meaning. It is, of course, more ponsible for the appearance, disRONE" and "MOUSE THAT and more delicate than this but cipline, morale and conduct of the
ROARED" has assembled an in- this would be a proper starting member cadets.
ternational cast to tell his story of point from which to listen intel- Harry is a senior Zeta Psi from
the men who won a war but lost ligently.
Westport, Conn, majoring in Biolsomething of themselves in the proogy. In addition to his position as
cess. Every war leaves its debris Mr. Hudson 's most interesting Commander of the Corps, he also
T,
S. Eliot's views
and wreckage, physical and spiri- point concerned
situation,"
For this is Commander of tho Arnold Air
of
"man's
tual. Broken cities, broken lives,
offers
two Society, an ROTC honor society for
whole civilizations torn and many "human situation " Eliot
upperclassmen.
the
desolatimes swept away. Against this vast solutions for surviving
Under Monk's command a numaccept*
tapestry of destruction, the man tion of life. Ono involves an
ber
of new programs will be initiatnormality
and
a
who does the fighting in the grime ancc of evil as
year, Of these, tho most
ed
this
tolerance
of
it.
To
and the grit tries to find some per- self-cultivated
noteworthy is tho "walking blood
basic
problem
mc
this
seems
to
be
a
sonal meaning.
bank." Hero volunteer cadets have
Tho story follows in the footsteps in self-education , though one can registered thoir blood types with
expect
another
to
have
a
hardly
of a squad of young American solThayor Hospital and aro ready to
diers from the early days of the monopoly on self-control.
donate blood whon their blood
suggests
as
a
second
Eliot
also
Battle of Britain, through fierce
typo is needed,
man
live
a
life
of
selfthat
solution
fighting In Italy and Franco, to the
Another community project to bo
unoasy peace of Berlin, Although sacrifice. To mo again , this may
sponsored by the Corps is tho givfeasible
in
one
sense
since
it
be
thoy wear tho uniforms of Ameriing of Thanksgiving baskets of
can soldiers, those victors represent would enable the individual to ele- food to needy Watorvillo families,
all fighting men, Tho dramatic fo- vate himself above tlio Cretins —
Finally, und er Monk's aiuipicos, tho
cus is on tho foot soldiers and their the rest of thorn. As a synthesis of
Corps is sponsoring a ROTC foroxporionces in war and love, It Is tho problem and solutions, Eliot
mal dance to bo hold this Spring,
also tho .story of tho girls and tho says that both ways aro possible
women whoso shattered lives sock
moaning in a world completely disAttention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students — U.S. Citizens
torted by war, And in tho quest for
needing nominal financial help to comploto thoir (Mliication this
an answer to humanity's deepest
academic year — and thou eomm-mioo work — ooBifrnors required.
tragedy, lios tho greatest drama of
Sond transcript and lull details oi! your plans and roqulromonts to
all, Perfo rmances are Sunday at
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Prof it Corp.
(110-013 Endlcott BUIr., St. Paul I, Winn.
2:00 and 7:80 in Lovejoy Auditorium. Admission is 50c,
¦nBHHMHMiUNMilRaRAnS, CUP AND SAVK MHHHHMH

Finne y Stars In
Want Blue Jeans With | Cinema "Victors "

A Broken -In-L ook...
Here The y Are , A

Doroth y Bet hurum, Professor Ernitus of English at Connecticut
College, will present the Phi Beta Kappa Lecture on Thursday,
October 28 at 8:00 P.M. in Given Auditorium. The topic of her
lecture will be: Contrasts in Shakespeare 's Tragic Heroes.
Following her graduation from Vanderbilt University in 1919, Miss
Bethurum taught at Southwestern University, at Randol ph-Macon
Woman's College, and Lawrence College, where she became professor
of Eng lish in 1929. In 1940 she went to Connecticut College as chairman of the departmen t of English. During summers she has taught
at Harvard, the University of Minnesota , and the Bread Loaf School
of English. Middlebury College.
Miss Bethurum received a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowshi p in
1937-38. She was a Fulbri ght fellow at Oxford in 1954-55 and fellow
of the American Council of Learned Societies in 1962-63. She served
on the Northeastern regional committee for the selection oi Ford
Foundation fellows from 1952- to 1954, and she has been first vicepresident of the American Association of University Professors as well
as a member of the Alumni Board of Vanderbilt University. She is a
member of the Modern Language Association , the Medieval Academy
and the International Association of University Professors of English.
Miss Bethurum is the author of Masterpieces of English Literature ,
The Ho milies of Wulfstan , co-author (with Randall Stewart) of
Masterpieces of American Literature , and editor of Critical Essays on
Medieval Literat ure . She has published numerous articles on Old
Eng li sh , Middle English and Shakespeare , and articles dealing with
literary criticism and curren t vogues in educational policy.
Her most recent publication is an edition of Chaucer's Squir e's
Tales. She is currentl y working on a b ook de a ling with N eoplatonic
influences on Chaucer, particularl y those emanating from Charters in
the twelth century.

New ROTC Head
Harriso n Monk ,
Initiates Pro gram

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page Two)
concerned with. At Colby we have
two separate sets of rules, one for
females (granted that they are by
and large of their own making) one
for males. These vastly different
rules are administered and violations are punished by two separate
judicial bodies. This is not the case
anywhere else except in institutions of higher learning.
Let us make a short digression
into the rules, and that their consequences, of the Women's Student
League. These rules protect the fair
young ladies of Colby from making
many decisions on their own. For,
they can always hide behind the
rules, to avoid assuming responsibili ty for their own decisions. To a
.large extent, this leaves the young

ladies unprepared for the responsibilities which are placed upon them
the minute that they receive , an
A.B. Admittedly, senior privileges
are a stride in the right direction;
however, they are not sufficient.
To return to the main point,
Colby has been most lax in fulfilling this most vital responsibility
of parents. We do have the artificial division of men's and women's
"sides " of campus. We do have a
"w omen 's union" and a "men's
union." We do have two separate
ruling bodies. Colby does have an
artifi cial atmosphere which in no
way prepares the student for what
he must face when he leaves. .
If the college sees fit to assume
this responsibility, then it should
follow through. This would mean
that the administration and faculty

!
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leave the student, instead of waiting for majority student support.
This should mean that the students
be given a great deal more freedom
than they now have. As a start ,
there could be open houses in all
dorms from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. to
10 p.m. every day of the week. Coed
dorms, which failed because the administration felt it needed a majority of student's support, would
come immediately. Other freedoms
would follow very soon,
However, the major point of this
letter has been responsibility, and
this goes for the student, too. The
student body would have to police
itself. The separate student ruling
the
have
would
have
to
judicial board for all would be a
necessity. And even such little
things as coed union committees

74 Main St.

Maine

Waterville , Main e

i

would be needed. And these
bodies would have to have the
power to enforce their decisions
and do so.
Now that I have proposed my
revolution, the only remaining point
is the object behind what I have
said. While Colby is on the move
academically, as witnessed by the
Jan Plan and the proposed curriculum reform, Colby is archaic in its
social life. If Colby is to become the
progressive institution that many
people think it can and should be,
the social life as well as the academic life must change in the direction of more freedom and more
responsibility.
R. Barclay Below '67

The first in a series of Japanese
films will be shown in Lovejoy
Auditorium on October 25, at 7:30
PJVL, under the auspices of the
history and government department. Admission is free.

Colby Mu sician

Edits Series

Miss Adel Heinrich, music instructor will oversee the collection
of a new series of compositions to
be published by the Boston Music
Company.
The "American Festival Series"
will include music for all ages, bo th
choral and instrumental, for special
holidays other than Christmas and
such as Mardi Gras,
Easter,
Thanksgiving, and many rural festivals that take place throughout
the U.S.
As general compiler, Miss Heinrich will select and edit the series.
A member of the faculty since
1964, she has had approximately 50
choral anthems, four Carol Dramas,
and four organ chorale preludes
published.

WASHINGTON VIET
(Continued from Page Three)
interest concerning the question of
Viet Nam, and that the rest of the
Folk Song Society Workshop
student body, faculty, AdministraSunday, October 24, at 4:00 P.M.
tion and others will join us in demlearn new songs and cotton picking
onstrating our support of the UnitEveryone Welcome
ed States commitment in Viet
Nam.

Presidential Gall Bladder
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The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the Adler stretch
of the century : new Shap eX.
Kick up your status at Adler 's 100th birthda y in the first cotton crew ever spiralled
around Spandex to absorb all pre ssure from all ten toes. The first sock to go to
any length to please you. So giving it takes on all sizes 9 to 14. ShapeX : in white
and 9 great colors. Get Clean-W hite-Sock throu gh and throu gh. «* B-^t^at^tf^wywfc
Put all your feet in ShapeX. Stay in shape for just one buck. #^Riii^LwiiK l^
¦SHE ADLER COHPANV , CINCINNATI 14 , OHIO.
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by Jeff Greenfield
The awesome power of the President of the United States has made
him the most newsworthy figure in
all history. Every pronouncement,
every gesture is analyzed and dissected by hundreds of men and women whose sole job is to report the
activities of the Chief Executive.
With the President currently recovering from an operation , these
stalwart newsmen must now look
to new areas which will occupy the
attention of the public. Given the
exhaustive job usually done on anything a President does, we may
soon expect something like this :
Announcer : Because of the special report on the condition of the
President the following programs
will not be seen tonight: Hillbilly
Neurosurgeon, Frontier Rabbi, Secret Spy Doctor, and Pantomine
Quiz. We take you now to the
White House, and Roger Chuck.
Chuck: Thank you, Bill. All night
long a crowd of reporters and photographers have kept a ceaseless
vigil ..outside the White House,
waiting for the latest word on the
condition of the President, Thus
far, these facts are clear. He has
spent the 10th day of his recovery
from the crucial gall bladder operation. Now, as you can see by this
map, the gall bladder of the President is located about where you'd
normally expect to find the gall
bladder of the plain old average
citizen.
Announcer: Rog, most of our audience probably saw the three-hour
special last night, 'The Gall Bladder — Lynchpin of Democracy," so
I—
.. .Chuck: Right, George, I guess we
can skip It. Now the President, who
has undergone the 45,987th such
oporatlon thus far this decade, is
now —
Announcer: Rog, I think we've
pretty well filled In the audience
with tho one-hour color special on
tho history of gall bladder operations of tho decade, so —
Chuck: OK, Tom, right you arc.

ARNOLD

I'll get right down to it. The President is now resting on a model
4571 Sealy Posturepedic Mattress,
on a White and Williams frame X
bed , in the special presidential suite
of the Bethesda Naval Hospital. He
is wearing gold and blue pajamas.
Announcer: Rog, I wonder if you
could give us the political significance of these colors ?
....Chuck: Sure, Pete. The political
significance is that his other pajamas are in the laundry. Now thus
far he has eaten three slices of
toast, an egg, orange juice, a tuna
salad sandwich on white —
....Announcer :I think it's important
to point out that when the President improves, he'll be able to eat
rye bread, isn't that right, Rog?
....Chuck: Right, Ed. Rye and Pumpernickel.
Announcer: Pumpernickel, huh ?
Chuck: Right.
Announcer: Funny, I didn 't
know that pumpernickel went with
tuna salad.
....Chuck: Well, Walter, we jus t had
a press briefing on that. Apparently
that's the personal preference of
our President. Another symbol of
dynamic individuality.
Announcer : Right you are, Rog.
Chuck: Now, because of what
some of us regard as outrageous
news management, we have been
unable to get a full report on how
the President is doing on his bodily
functions, Hopefully we'll be able
to give you a full quantitative and
chronological report shortly, so our
listeners and viewers can better
understand the workings of the
democratic process,
Announcer: Keep on plugging,
Rog.
Cluiok: Right, Chet. I see my
time is just about up, and I know
you'll want to switch over to Chuck
Roger who will bo running the Isolated Camera shots of tho actual
operation, along with stop action
photos and diagrams on . tho President's lower intestine, This is Roger Chuck, llvo, from tho Isle of
Pancreas ,
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Oontamred on Page Five)
only cut their own throats and
they all know it. Men come to college to study and this is their primary purpose; men need recreation
and fraternities also provide this
necessary ingredient to life.
Perhaps now I know what "elite"
the author was talking about ! We
are an "elite" that has a place to
work and play, and a place to live
with a group of people who have a
commond bond, a group who has
the same interests and participate
in the same activities, just as any
other organization on campus.
Jon Hill '66
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TRinity 2-5623

All of this would seem to indicate
the necessity of an immediate, positive, practical and
practicable
change to offsway the subtle administrative denigration, the general apathy of the brothers/ the impracticality of the I.F.C. approach,
and the forlorn, foredrawn cackling
of the carrion, vulturous independents.
F. G. Neal '66

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Coritiimied from Page Two)
2 color hits
ture members who will be able to
Tommy
Kirk
Johnny Crawford ,
fit in and live congenially with the
In
rest of the group, and to benefit
from it. When this selective process
"VILLAGE OF THE GIANTS"
is sacrificed, the fraternity can no
plus
longer exist as a fraternity. His
'¦ ]
"SEASDDE SWINGEB,"
argument putting so much faithful
•4.1.
with
stress into fourteen days of ruftiiing i
Freddy and the Dreamers
-

? NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED <«

Everything In Music

._

seems especially ridiculous when
considering the mad, impersonal atmosphere of the "compulsory" tw o
weekend parties, and the almost
incoherent
rushing
techniques
(sometimes
leading
misguided
brothers into the socially damning,
Machiavellian process of fraternal
"back-stabbing) fostered by this incredibly brief , "forced" period.

L,BERAL FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE YOU TRAIN
h dCUS
llO '
• PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES TO OVER $20,000
P^

99 MAIN STREET

i

We did not impl y that f raternity members are part of an elite,
but rather sta ted that they are
less- so than formerly. F urthermore, the writer of the article did
not express the opinio n that fra ternities are a detriment to the
scholarly pursuits of their members, but that authorities at other
colleges have come to that conclusion.)

BAHK EXAMINER
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Colby and nationall y..
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(Edior s Note
We feel
that Reader Hill misconstrued the
purpose of last week's front page
article on fraternit ies. The art icle
did not repre sent a stand by the
Echo, but merely a sampling of
op inion about the rushing system
and the trend of fraternities at

Alvina & D elia

133-137 Main St,

Waterville
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Gridmen Fall to Trinity;
Intercep tions Costly

by John O'Shea
as this time the ball flew 10 yards
At Trinity College Saturday be- over Loveday's head. He retrieved
fore a large crowd of Colby Alumni it, averted two would be tacklers
the Mules were stymied by bad and made a good run for the first
breaks , penalties and inability to down at the C.35. The Mules moved
make the big play into a 20-6 loss inside the Bantams 30 when anto the Bantams. Colby led in first other interception by Gish ended
downs 20-19, and in total yardage, the threat.
318-292, but the broken assignments Rissel took to the air, throwing
on key plays made an otherwise strikes to Miller, Roberts and Loegood offensive ineffective in scor- t her, but the hard hitting Mules recovered a fumble to set up their
ing territory.
Trinity used an aroused defense only score with minutes left in the
to pick off three Colby passes, one half and 70 yards to the goal. Loveof which was turned into 7 points; day ran a bootleg for 12 yards,
a fleet-footed offense of passing threw to Freyer and Aube for 30
and pitchouts by Bantam quarter- more, then fading to pass again,
back, Joe Rissel. Colby's Bill Love- found all receivers covered, and
day countered with 31 passes for ran 30 yards shedding nine tacklers
165 yards, but 3 were intercepted on his way to the best run of the
marrirj; an otherwise good day for game and a touchdown.
Trinity showed how much it
the junior quarterback. Steve Freyer also showed again why he is in wanted the game in the second
the top ranks of the ECAC receiv- half , by stopping Colby's first ofing lists with many exciting and fensive series, then marching
around ends with Morrill, Heimyardage-gaming plays.
The Mules opened the game by gantner and Roberts carrying. This
marching from their own 20 to the spurt was aided by two 15 yard
Trinity 20 on the running of Dick Colby penalties. Roberts scored
Aube and Pete Wagner, plus pass- from the 5, and Atwater added the
ing of Bill Loveday. This drive was point.
shortly stopped as linebacker, Dave Colby again displayed its offenWard intercepted at his 18 and sive power by driving to the Banwent the distance for the first score tam 10, where a 15 yard penalty
of the game. Chuck Atwater added and a missed passblock threw Colby back to the 50, where they had
the extra point.
Colby's offense was stopped, and to punt again.
The last period of frustration
a great play by Bill Loveday averted another disaster. After recover- began with Trinity exhibiting their
ing a low bouncing snap while in last spurt of offense. The Bantams
punt formation, Loveday danced moved 82 yards on the passing of
forward for 10 yards and finally Rissel and spectacular running of
got off a low kick that bounced Steve Morrill. Colby defense held
for three plays on the one but Risout of danger.
and
Trinity
sel finally sneaked over. The extra
stopped
The defense
but
point was no good: 20-6. This was
on
the
offense,
Colby was back
the end of any exciting plays for
passes
to
Steve
completed
after
punt
to
both
teams as the game ended in
Colby
was
forced
Freyer,
a
frustration
of penalties and fumpunt
was
rapidly
beagain. The
play,
exciting
bles.
most
Colby's
coming
AT BOWDOIN
Friday, at 3:00, Frosh Football
Saturday, at 10:00, Varsity Soccer
Saturday, at 11:00, Cross Country
Saturday, at 1:30, Varsity Football

Bear Cubs Nip

Baby Mules 10-7,
In Tough Debut

The Colby freshmen, rising to the
occasion on defense, were finally
defeated 10-7 on a twenty-yard field
goal by a bigger Maine eleven. The
Little Mules frustrated a half-dozen
Maine .drives within the Colby
twenty-yard line before allowing
the game-winning field goal.
Coach Burke's Colby Frosh, outplayed in the first half, were only
being defeated 7-0 at halftime. The
fi red-up Baby Mules proceeded to
take the second half kick-off and
march 71 yards to a touchdown.
Halfback Don Cooper, a 160-pound
speeds ter, broke away on a 17-yard
run up the middle for Colby's only
touchdown. John Kusiak placekicked the extra point to tie the
game at 7-7.
Maine h ad sco r ed earlier on a
three-yard smash by Grant Watkins, capping a 47-yard first period
drive. Don Loranger place-kicked
the extra point.
In the fourth and final period,
Maine returned a 54-yard punt by
Sandy Hoe to the Colby 34. Maine
drove for a first down on the Colby
seven. The Colby defense again
stiffened, and Maine had a fourth
and four situation at the Colby
four. Here Maine elected to go for
t h e field goal , and big Don Loranger split the uprights from the ten
to put the Little Black Bears in the
lead.
The spirited Colby frosh rallied
quickly and began marching toward the Maine goal line. With less
than two minutes to play, Ed
Woodin completed a 25-yard pass
to end Jack Sherger to get this
march underway. A pass interception on the Maine 39 thwarted this
final attempt for a Colby victory.
The Maine frosh picked up 17
first downs with 254 yards rushing
and 66 yards passing while Colby

¦

by Pete Fellows
As our apparently inept football
team departs for Brunswick and
its fifth consecutive foregone conclusion, we must sit back and ponder the complete situation, evaluate
the totality of the team, the complexities of the Colby-Bowdoin rivalry, and hopefully come up with a
more optimistic decision regarding
tomorrow's contest.
Our first premise Is strictly from
R ipley 's and the realm of mathematics. Study, if you will, the record of the Colby-Bowdoin rivalry
since 1945, when it was reincarnated after a two-year moratorium :
1945 — tie, 7-7
1946 — Bowdoin, 6-0
1947 — Bowdoin, 21-6
1948 — Bowdoin, 28-0
1949 — tie, 7-7
1950 — Bowdoin, 26-13
1951 — Bowdoin, 60-42
1952 —- Bowdoin, 12-6
1953 — Bowdoin, 25-7
1954 — Colby, 20-13
1955 — Colby, 14-12
1956 — Colby, 24-20
1957 — Colby, 16-13
1958 — Colby, 44-12
1959 — Colby, 8-6
1960 — Bowdoin, 15-14
1961 -- Bowdoin, 22-15
1962 — Bowdoin , 13-12
1963 — BowdQin, 21-13
1964 — Bowdoin , 32-6
1965 — ? ? ? ? ?
Now, we shall all assume that
there is a great deal of stock to be
placed in statistical inference and
arithmetic progression , for , if so,
thoro can be no doubt that tho
next step in tho series is a string
of four Colby victories, Question:
A.rc wo in tho Twilight Zone, and
If so, shall wc accept Its support ?
Tho scores reveal that tho chances of tho game being a runaway aro

approximately
one-out-of-three,
since on thirteen occasions of twenty, the final score shows a spread
of seven points or less. Neither do
records previous to the game often
hold much water, since upsets are
numerous. Two examples are in order: During a three-year period,
between 1954-1956, the Mules scored
their first victory of each of the
campaigns at the expense of the
Bowdoin Polar Bears, who were at
least slight favorites in each game.
Secondly, the powerful Colby team
of 1960, which was undefeated in
its first five games, and had won
the past two States Series crowns
with six consecutive victories, was
tripped by the underdog Bowdoin
club.
Thus we must consider this
week's Colby-Bowdoin game no differently than any of tho past twenty — a relative tossup. Certainly,
the sportswriters from neutral, unconcerned journals will place their
bets on one side, purely on the basis
of past performances, but past performances will weigh on our minds
only if we allow them to; history
shows that thoy hold little water
when the Mules and the Polar Bears
face each other, whether lt be on
Whittier Field or on our own Seaverns Field.
Turning to tho particular version
of our arch-adversary that wo will
face tomorrow, thoro arc definite
strengths that boar watching. Bowdoin 1ms a fairly diversified attack;
quarterback Mo Vlons does not
pass a lot In contrast to tho Colby
attack, but his percentage of completions Is extromoly high , and ho
ha.-^ several fine receivers, among
thorn Jim MacAllon , last year 's top
pass-catcher in the state. Paul
Soulo and his brother Mort , along
with big (240 lbs.) Charlie Hows

and Tommy Allen, give the Polar
Bears a strong running game. In
the line, the charge is led by CoCapt. Dave Stocking and sophomore Hugh Sessions.
How potentially powerful this
team is has not been measured, especially since the Little Three has
done a fine job in containing the
Bowdoin offense for the last three
weeks. Also to be considered are
the key injuries to guard Ed Day
and to halfback Allen , already
mentioned.
Likewise, the .potential of the
Colby team is evident only in the
minds of the players, and we the
fans, or spectators, as the case may
be, who become more skeptical as
the weeks pass by, must leave it to
them to change our minds. Those
who follow the team quite closely
and arc aware of the strengths and
weaknesses of the club, will tell
you that no one area has been the
reason for any two losses, Injuries
have played a key role, and missed
blocking assignments, penalties,
off-days, coaches' failures to adju st, etc., etc., havo all contributed.
On the other hand , each ono of
those areas has been a positive factor in different games. Bill Loveday has shown, at times, that he
is a top-grade passer; Dick Gilmore
seemed to have reached a new
peak, before ho was injured ; Pete
Wagnor has had his best season
marred by an Injury, Those aro
only examples; they go on ad nauseam. Tho most Important clement
is tho spirit: Coach Simpson was a
settled, confident coach whon ho
welcomed his squad back; tho morale of the toam was fantastic, especially among tho seniors. Four
straight losses do not help anyone's attitude, but the slate should
bo wiped clean for tomorrow •—

Soccer Streak Snapped;
Bridgeport Preva ils, 1-0

Si Dunklee's hooters lost their
undefeated season last Saturday, as
they were edged by a strong
Bridgeport team, 1-0, in a contest
that was close from every angle.
The Mules record is now 5-1-1.
Colby got off to a very slow start,
and were able to muster only a handful of shots, while the Scarlet
Knights of the Connecticut hovered
around the Colby net. The tide
turned in the second period, as an
aroused Colby offense applied the
pressure to the Bridgeport defense,
but, despite several scoring opportunities, the Mules failed to bypass
the Knights goal guard, Larry Lerner, and the half ended with no
score.
Colby continued to control more
than its share of the play in the
third period, but Bridgeport was
able to capitalize on one of its opportunities, and scored the only
goal of the game. Ed Ricci took a
pass from his wing, Jesus Rodriguez, and slipped the ball
through a muddle of players and
into the Colby cage. During the
same period, Colby had a chan ce
handed its way, in the form of a
penalty shot. However, fate held
sway over Izzet Injecara, and he
missed the first penalty shot of his
long and illustrious career.
The Mule offense in the final
period was a desperate one, and
like the first period, they were out-

shot by the Bridgeport hooters.
There were opportunities, as there
had been throughout, but the
Bridgeport defense was strong, and
the Mules could not capitalize.
* * * * .*
The Little Mules soccer team was
a bit more fortunate in their last
outing, as they edged a large, but
unwieldy Bowdoin team, 2-1. It
was the Baby Mules' second win,
against one loss, and a tie.
Clark, at 1:48 of the first period,
on a pass from Aloui, and Kassrnan, at 3:05 from Clark and Weitnian in the third period, accounted
for the Colby scoring, while sandwiched between them was the Bowdoin tally, that being by Reed at
6:22 of the second period.
Schulhof had 19 saves in the Colby cage, while Detroy of Bowdoin
had to make but ten.
On Wednesday, the hooters rolled
up their sixth victory of the season with a 7-4 win over the young
University
of New Hampshire
squad. The Mules scored two early
goals, but the defense then sagged
for the remainder of the period as
the Wildcats scored three times.
Colby took a 4-3 lead in the second
pe riod , and then dominated the
second half. Incekara and Sylla
each scored twice; Zimmerman,
Fin izio, and Derek Schuster added
single goals.

had 10 first downs with 130 yards
on the ground and 56 yards in the
air. In the passing department
Maine completed 8 of 14 an d Colby
8 of 13.
The Maine homecoming crowd
was shown some clutch defensive
play by the fired-up Colby frosh.
Individual standouts on defense
were Dave Iverson and Jim Patch,
a pair of rugged linebackers.

Cross Country

On Monday, Colby will host the
First Annual Colby Invitational
Cross Country meet. Coach Ken
Weinbel has extended invitations to
twenty-seven schools in Maine,
New Hampshire, and Massachusetts to run over the Colby course.
There will be no team score kept,
and the top fifteen finishers will
receive medals for their performances. Among the schools expected
to compete are Nichols, where former Colby standout, Olney White,
is now coaching. Maine Maritime,
Gorham, Ricker, Bates, Bowdoin,
UNH, and Maine are other possithat's Bowdoin across the scrim- bilities.
mage line, and no other game is so
important, so inspirational, or so The Colby Freshmen continued
meaningful to Colby football play- their unbeaten streak, as did Tom
ers. If they can regain their top Maynard, as they beat Mt. View
morale, and put the strong pieces and Winslow in a Tri-meet, 20-40of their game together, along with 60, Maynard and Jeff Coady once
a few breaks (not too many of again led the pack to the wire.
which have fallen our way this season) , the victory could be ours, and seeing a football victory over Bowa spoiler for Bowdoin Homecoming. doin. Let us open the CBB era with
a victory over Bowdoin, and send
There are two important aspects : a class away with at least some
We are entering a new era. No degree of satisfaction. Thank you.
longer does the overpowering University of Maine occupy a prime
spot in our football plans. The key
concept is CBB (Colby-Bates-Bowdoln). There was a time when the
150 Kennedy Mom. Dr.
gam e outside the State Series were
only exhibition games, now the exFabulous Dagwoods * Pizza *
Dynamites * Sandwiches *
hibition season becomes one week
Beverage
* Cashing Chocks *
longer. We can aim high and raise
If you haven't met Jorry or
our football prestige in this state
Frank, drop in.
with a solid , winning performance
Bring your date. Come in for
lunch. Or just come in to look
tomorrow.
around. You'll liko tho
atmosphere.
Secondly, the last two senior classes have passed from Colby without
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